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Getting the books Shotgun Lovesongs Nickolas Butler now is not type of inspiring means. You could not by yourself going with ebook heap or library or borrowing from your associates to read them. This is an categorically easy
means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online statement Shotgun Lovesongs Nickolas Butler can be one of the options to accompany you like having extra time.

It will not waste your time. give a positive response me, the e-book will agreed make public you supplementary thing to read. Just invest tiny era to way in this on-line message Shotgun Lovesongs Nickolas Butler as with ease as
review them wherever you are now.

The Book of Joe Penguin
“Part portrait of a place, part rescue manual, part rumination
of life and death, Population: 485 is a beautiful meditation
on the things that matter.” — Seattle Times Welcome to New
Auburn, Wisconsin (population: 485) where the local vigilante
is a farmer’s wife armed with a pistol and a Bible, the most
senior member of the volunteer fire department is a cross-eyed
butcher with one kidney and two ex-wives (both of whom work at
the only gas station in town), and the back roads are haunted
by the ghosts of children and farmers. Michael Perry loves
this place. He grew up here, and now—after a decade away—he
has returned. Unable to polka or repair his own pickup, his
farm-boy hands gone soft after years of writing, Perry figures
the best way to regain his credibility is to join the
volunteer fire department. Against a backdrop of fires and
tangled wrecks, bar fights and smelt feeds, Population: 485 is
a comic and sometimes heartbreaking true tale leavened with
quieter meditations on an overlooked America.
The End of the Day Akashic Books
From the nationally bestselling author of Painted Horses, Malcolm Brooks returns with a
soaring, spirited novel set during the summer of Amelia Earhart’s final flight—a tale of
American ingenuity and optimism set against the backdrop of a deepening Great Depression.
The summer of 1937 will be a turning point for fourteen year old Houston “Huck” Finn.
When he and a friend find a dead body in a local creek, a rare Lindbergh flight watch on its
wrist, it seems like a sign. Huck is building his own airplane, a fact he has concealed from his
mother. That summer also marks the arrival of his cousin Annelise, sent to live with the
family under mysterious circumstances. As it turns out, she has had flying lessons—another
sign. As Huck’s airplane takes shape, so does his burgeoning understanding of the world,
including the battle over worldliness vs. godliness that has split Annelise from her family,
and, in a quieter way, divides Huck’s family too. And meanwhile, there’s the matter of the
watch, which it turns out the dead man’s cohort of bank robbers would very much like back.
In Brooks’ trademark “lush, breathtaking prose” (San Francisco Chronicle on Painted
Horses) and with a winking nod to the Sam Clemens who inspired its hero’s nickname,
Cloudmaker is a boisterous, heartfelt novel that brings to life the idealism, inventiveness,
traditionalism, and deep contradictions of the American spirit.
Shotgun Lovesongs Harper Collins
A Brooklyn love story, set to music: Kings County “crystallizes how it feels to be young and in love in New
York City” (Stephanie Danler). It’s the early 2000s and like generations of ambitious young people before
her, Audrey Benton arrives in New York City on a bus from nowhere. Broke but resourceful, she soon finds a
home for herself amid the burgeoning music scene in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. But the city’s freedom comes
with risks, and Audrey makes compromises to survive. As she becomes a minor celebrity in indie rock circles,
she finds an unlikely match in Theo Gorski, a shy but idealistic mill-town kid who’s struggling to establish
himself in the still-patrician world of books. But then an old acquaintance of Audrey’s disappears under
mysterious circumstances, sparking a series of escalating crises that force the couple to confront a dangerous
secret from her past. From the raucous heights of Occupy Wall Street to the comical lows of the publishing
industry, from million-dollar art auctions to Bushwick drug dens, Kings County captures New York City at a
moment of cultural reckoning. Grappling with the resonant issues and themes of our time—sex and violence,

art and commerce, friendship and family—it is an epic coming-of-age tale about love, consequences, bravery,
and fighting for one’s place in an ever-changing world.
The Distance Between Stars HarperCollins
From Nickolas Butler, author of the national bestseller SHOTGUN LOVESONGS, comes a moving
story of a cop's last bid to right a wrong she may have helped create. Aida doesn't recognize the
young woman at first. It could be the scars that have altered Bethany's face, the ones she tries and
fails to cover up, that make her unrecognizable. Or it could just be Aida's failing memory. Even
before her retirement from the force she was losing track of things, whole days even. And it was in
one of those moments that she fears she missed the chance to help Bethany before. A mistake
that she now hopes she might be able to correct, or at the very least do penance for. Set amidst
the failed farms and small towns of the prairie, IN WESTERN COUNTIES portrays one woman
fighting to hold onto her own life, even as she frees the life of another.
Godspeed Knopf Books for Young Readers
Two brothers brave a whirlwind summer in this taut and luminous coming-of-age novel A twelve-year-old boy
lives with his family in a small, poverty-stricken town in Vermont. His father works at a manufacturing plant, his
mother is a homemaker, and his fifteen-year-old brother is about to enter high school. His family has gained
enough financial stability to move out of the nearby trailer park, and as conflict rages abroad, his father’s job at a
weapons manufacturing plant appears safe. But then his mother is diagnosed with cancer, and everything changes.
As the family clings to the traditions of their hard-line Catholicism, he meets Taylor, a perceptive, beguiling girl
from the trailer park, a girl who has been forced to grow up too fast. Taylor represents everything his life isn’t,
and their fledgling connection develops as his mother’s health deteriorates. Set over the course of one propulsive
summer, Soon the Light Will Be Perfect chronicles the journey of two brothers on the cusp of adulthood, a town
battered by poverty and a family at a breaking point. In spare, fiercely honest prose, Dave Patterson captures what
it feels like to be gloriously, violently alive at a moment of political, social and familial instability.
Beneath the Bonfire Simon and Schuster
Henry, Lee, Kip and Ronny grew up together in rural Wisconsin. Friends since childhood, their
lives all began the same way, but have since taken different paths. Henry stayed on the family farm
and married his first love, whilst the others left in search of something more. Ronnie became a
rodeo star, Kip made his fortune in the city, and musician Lee found fame - but heartbreak, too.
Now all four are back in town for a wedding, each of them hoping to recapture their old closeness
but unable to escape how much has changed. Amid the happiness of reunion and celebration, old
rivalries resurface and a wife's secret threatens to tear both a marriage and a friendship apart . . .
This is a novel about the things that matter - love and loyalty, the power of music and the beauty
of nature - told in a uniquely beautiful, warm-hearted and profound way and exploring the age-
old question of whether we can ever truly come home.
Population: 485 Little, Brown
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Named a Best Book of 2021 by Newsweek, the San Francisco Chronicle, The
Washington Post, and the Los Angeles Times “A glorious book—an assured novel that’s gorgeously told.”
—The New York Times Book Review “An incredibly moving epic about an unforgettable family.” —CBS
Sunday Morning “[An] absorbing novel⋯I felt both grateful to have known these people and bereft at the
prospect of leaving them behind.” —The Washington Post A stunning novel about love, work, and marriage
that asks how far one family and one community will go to protect their future. Colleen and Rich Gundersen are
raising their young son, Chub, on the rugged California coast. It’s 1977, and life in this Pacific Northwest
logging town isn’t what it used to be. For generations, the community has lived and breathed timber; now that
way of life is threatened. Colleen is an amateur midwife. Rich is a tree-topper. It’s a dangerous job that requires
him to scale trees hundreds of feet tall—a job that both his father and grandfather died doing. Colleen and Rich
want a better life for their son—and they take steps to assure their future. Rich secretly spends their savings on a
swath of ancient redwoods. But when Colleen, grieving the loss of a recent pregnancy and desperate to have a
second child, challenges the logging company’s use of the herbicides she believes are responsible for the many
miscarriages in the community, Colleen and Rich find themselves on opposite sides of a budding conflict. As
tensions in the town rise, they threaten the very thing the Gundersens are trying to protect: their family. Told in
prose as clear as a spring-fed creek, Damnation Spring is an intimate, compassionate portrait of a family whose
bonds are tested and a community clinging to a vanishing way of life. An extraordinary story of the transcendent,
enduring power of love—between husband and wife, mother and child, and longtime neighbors. An essential
novel for our times.
Shotgun Lovesongs HarperCollins
Sharing a childhood in small-town Wisconsin before going their separate ways with careers and families, Hank,
Leland, Kip and Ronny are reunited during a visit marked by culture clashes, respective pursuits of meaning and a
woman who inspires passion in each of them. A first novel. 150,000 first printing.
West of Here St. Martin's Griffin

Camp Chippewa, 1962. Nelson Doughty, age thirteen, social outcast and overachiever, is the
Bugler, sounding the reveille proudly each morning. Yet this particular summer marks the
beginning of an uncertain and tenuous friendship with a popular boy named Jonathan. Over the
years, Nelson, irrevocably scarred from the Vietnam War, becomes Scoutmaster of Camp
Chippewa, while Jonathan marries, divorces, and turns his father’s business into a highly
profitable company. And when something unthinkable happens at a camp get-together with
Nelson as Scoutmaster and Jonathan’s teenage grandson and daughter-in-law as campers, the
aftermath demonstrates the depths—and the limits—of Nelson’s selflessness and bravery. The
Hearts of Men is a sweeping, panoramic novel about the slippery definitions of good and evil,
family and fidelity, the challenges and rewards of lifelong friendships, the bounds of
morality—and redemption.
Summerlong HarperCollins
The tenth anniversary edition of a book that is "still as audaciously brilliant as it was on first read,
plumbing the depths of the cruel rhapsody of obsessive love, the pain of feeling different, and the
deep pleasure of finally figuring out who you really are, and who you want to be (Caroline Leavitt,
New York Times bestselling author of Cruel Beautiful World) Weakness has always been a
concern for William Miller: growing up vegetarian in a family of bodybuilders will do that to a
person. But William is further weakened by the death of his mother, the arrival of a new step-
mother, and his irrepressible crush on his new step-sister, Lulu. As Lulu faces down her own
challenges, William watches his life shift into tumult and despair. Once Lulu departs for college,
Will goes into the world to find himself--discovering Western philosophy, a cruel dating world,
enduring friendship, and, ultimately, his true calling. Emboldened by his turn as a late-night radio
personality, Will rescues himself from the self-image of weakness he’d long wished to escape.
This debut novel explores the fundamental difference between where we come from--and the
endless possibilities of where we may go. Now with an author's introduction and a foreword by J.
Ryan Stadal.
Shotgun Lovesongs Picador
What if our pain was the most beautiful thing about us? From best-selling and award-winning author
Kevin Brockmeier: a new novel of stunning artistry and imagination about the wounds we bear and the
light that radiates from us all. At 8:17 on a Friday night, the Illumination commences. Every wound
begins to shine, every bruise to glow and shimmer. And in the aftermath of a fatal car accident, a private
journal of love notes, written by a husband to his wife, passes into the keeping of a hospital patient and
from there through the hands of five other suffering people, touching each of them uniquely. I love the
soft blue veins on your wrist. I love your lopsided smile. I love watching TV and shelling sunflower seeds
with you. The six recipients—a data analyst, a photojournalist, a schoolchild, a missionary, a writer, and a
street vendor—inhabit an acutely observed, beautifully familiar yet particularly strange universe, as only
Kevin Brockmeier could imagine it: a world in which human pain is expressed as illumination, so that
one’s wounds glitter, fluoresce, and blaze with light. As we follow the journey of the book from stranger
to stranger, we come to understand how intricately and brilliantly they are connected, in all their human
injury and experience.
Lady Liberty's Holiday Harlequin
What really happened the night Edie died? Years later, her best friend Lindsay will learn how unprepared she is for
the truth in this “impressive debut” (People) from the New York Times bestselling author of the Reese’s
Book Club pick We Were Never Here. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BuzzFeed �
Glamour � Real Simple � Marie Claire � Library Journal � Booklist � CrimeReads In 2009, Edie had New
York’s social world in her thrall. Mercurial and beguiling, she was the shining star of a group of recent graduates
living in a Brooklyn loft and treating New York like their playground. When Edie’s body was found near a
suicide note at the end of a long, drunken night, no one could believe it. Grief, shock, and resentment scattered
the group and brought the era to an abrupt end. A decade later, Lindsay has come a long way from the drug-
addled world of Calhoun Lofts. She has devoted best friends, a cozy apartment, and a thriving career as a
magazine’s head fact-checker. But when a chance reunion leads Lindsay to discover an unsettling video from
that hazy night, she starts to wonder if Edie was actually murdered—and, worse, if she herself was involved. As she
rifles through those months in 2009—combing through case files, old technology, and her fractured
memories—Lindsay is forced to confront the demons of her own violent history to bring the truth to light.
Forty Rooms HarperCollins
A comedy of compromise thaT “brims with wit, passion and soul” from the international bestselling
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author of Beautiful Music (The Millions, A Most Anticipated 2020 Book). Joe Keen and Ana Urbanek
have been a couple for a long time, with all the requisite lulls and temptations, yet they remain unmarried
and without children, contrary to their Midwestern values (and parents’ wishes). Now on the cusp of
forty, they are both working at jobs that they’re not even sure they believe in anymore, but with
significantly varying returns. Ana is successful, Joe is floundering—both in limbo, caught somewhere
between mainstream and alternative culture, sincerity and irony, achievement and arrested development.
Set against the backdrop of bottomed-out 2009 Detroit, a once-great American city now in transition,
part decaying and part striving to be reborn, The Narcissism of Small Differences is the story of an aging
creative class, doomed to ask the questions: Is it possible to outgrow irony? Does not having children
make you one? Is there even such a thing as selling out anymore? “While everyone is trying so hard to
act normal, The Narcissism of Small Differences revels in its own weirdness.” —Ben Folds, New York
Times bestselling author/singer-songwriter “In a literary landscape where most are hell-bent on
outplotting their peers, Michael Zadoorian has sculpted a thriller from everyday life.” —Josh
Malermann, author of Bird Box “The Narcissism of Small Differences is one of [Zadoorian’s] best. He
has become an essential chronicler of the life in Detroit at the beginning of our century.” —Stateside,
Michigan Public Radio
The Lager Queen of Minnesota HarperCollins
“In The Lowering Days Gregory Brown gives us a lush, almost mythic portrait of a very specific place and time
that feels all the more universal for its singularity. There’s magic here.” —Richard Russo, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Empire Falls and Chances Are A promising literary star makes his debut with this
emotionally powerful saga, set in 1980s Maine, that explores family love, the power of myths and storytelling,
survival and environmental exploitation, and the ties between cultural identity and the land we live on If you paid
attention, you could see the entire unfolding of human history in a story . . . Growing up, David Almerin Ames
and his brothers, Link and Simon, believed the wild patch of Maine where they lived along the Penobscot River
belonged to them. Running down the state like a spine, the river shared its name with the people of the Penobscot
Nation, whose ancestral territory included the entire Penobscot watershed—the land upon which the Ames family
eventually made their home. The brothers’ affinity for the natural world derives from their iconoclastic parents,
Arnoux, a romantic artist and Vietnam War deserter who builds boats by hand, and Falon, an activist journalist
who runs The Lowering Days, a community newspaper which gives equal voice to indigenous and white issues.
But the boys’ childhood reverie is shattered when a bankrupt paper mill, once the Penobscot Valley’s largest
employer, is burned to the ground on the eve of potentially reopening. As the community grapples with the scope
of the devastation, Falon receives a letter from a Penobscot teenager confessing to the crime—an act of justice for
a sacred river under centuries of assault. For the residents of the Penobscot Valley, the fire reveals a stark truth. For
many, the mill is a lifeline, providing working class jobs they need to survive. Within the Penobscot Nation, the
mill is a bringer of death, spewing toxic chemicals and wastewater products that poison the river’s fish and
plants. As the divide within the community widens, the building anger and resentment explodes in tragedy,
wrecking the lives of David and those around him. Evocative and atmospheric, pulsating with the rhythms of the
natural world, The Lowering Days is a meditation on the flow and weight of history, the power and fragility of
love, the dangerous fault lines underlying families, and the enduring land where stories are created and told.
All About Lulu Kevin Revolinski
“A beautifully written novel, laced with history and music.” —Emily St. John Mandel, author of
Station Eleven A LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR A BOOKPAGE BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR Everything he’d seen had been unimaginably different from the dry, dour streets of home,
and to his surprise he was not sorry in the slightest. He was smitten by the beguiling otherness of it all.
And so began my grandfather’s rapturous love affair with America—an affair that would continue until
the day he died. This is the story of the Meisenheimer family, told by James, a third-generation American
living in Beatrice, Missouri. It’s where his German grandparents—Frederick and Jette—found
themselves after journeying across the turbulent Atlantic, fording the flood-swollen Mississippi, and
being brought to a sudden halt by the broken water of the pregnant Jette. A Good American tells of
Jette’s dogged determination to feed a town sauerkraut and soul food; the loves and losses of her
children, Joseph and Rosa; and the precocious voices of James and his brothers, sometimes raised in
discord⋯sometimes in perfect harmony. But above all, A Good American is about the music in
Frederick’s heart, a song that began as an aria, was jazzed by ragtime, and became an anthem of love for
his adopted country that the family still hears to this day.
In Western Counties Bantam
A KIRKUS REVIEWS and NPR BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR A WASHINGTON POST AND ALA
NOTABLE BOOK From the award-winning author of Angelmaker, Tigerman is a novel at once heartfelt
and thrilling—about parenthood, friendship and secret identities, about heroes of both the super and the
everyday kind. Sergeant Lester Ferris is a good man in need of a rest. After a long career of being shot at,
he's about to retire. The mildly larcenous, backwater island of Mancreu, a former British colony in legal
limbo, belching toxic clouds of waste and facing imminent destruction by an international community
afraid for their own safety, is the ideal place to serve out his time. There is an illicit Black Fleet lurking in
the bay: spy stations, arms dealers, offshore hospitals, drug factories and torture centers. Lester's brief,
however, is to sit tight and turn a blind eye, so he drinks tea and befriends a brilliant, Internet-addled
street kid with a comic-book fixation. When Mancreu’s fragile society erupts in violence, Lester must
be more than just an observer: he has no choice but to rediscover the man of action he once was, and find
out what kind of hero the island—and the boy—will need.
The Lowering Days Soho Press

Hit the road and see America with the Statue of Liberty! The Statue of Liberty is feeling a little blue, despite
being green. As much as she loves welcoming people to America, standing still for over a hundred years
has left her with a stiff neck, aching arms, and a cramp in her leg. This lady could use a vacation! With
some encouragement from her friend Moe the pigeon, Lady Liberty takes off to see the rest of America!
She explores the sandy beaches of Cape Cod, the waving wheat fields of Kansas, the breathtaking
grandeur of the Grand Canyon, and the cozy sunshine of the California coastline. But will Lady Liberty
make it back to New York City for the Fourth of July? And will she even want to? "Lady Liberty's journey
[is] lighthearted and fun."--Publishers Weekly "A fun and fabulous read for a Fourth of July
storytime."--School Library Journal
Fall Back Down When I Die Grove Press
Nickolas Butler's debut novel, Shotgun Lovesongs, has become an international bestseller and won numerous
accolades, including France's Prix PAGE/America. Now, in Beneath the Bonfire, he demonstrates his talent for
portraying "a place and its people with such love that you'll find yourself falling for them, too" (Josh Weil, author
of The Great Glass Sea). Young couples gather to participate in an annual "chainsaw party," cutting down trees for
firewood in anticipation of the winter. A group of men spend a weekend hunting for mushrooms in the wilderness
where they grew up and where some still find themselves trapped. An aging environmentalist takes out his
frustration and anger on a singular, unsuspecting target. One woman helps another get revenge against a man
whose crime extends far beyond him to an entire community. Together, the ten stories in this dazzling, surprising
collection evoke a landscape that will be instantly recognizable to anyone who has traveled the back roads and
blue highways of America, and they completely capture the memorable characters who call it home.
Kings County Penguin
A novel that is part historical and part modern contracts the lofty goals of the pioneers that settled a
peninsula in Washington State with the trivial pursuits of its present-day inhabitants. By the author of All
About Lulu.
Sweetgirl Reagan Arthur Books
NATIONAL BESTSELLER "Impressively original." --The New York Times "Sparkles in every way. A
love letter to the open lonely American heartland...A must-read." --People "The kind of book that
restores your faith in humanity." --Toronto Star Welcome to Little Wing. It's a place like hundreds of
others, but for four boyhood friends--all born and raised in this small Wisconsin town--it is home. One
of them never left, still working the family farm, but the others felt the need to move on. One trades
commodities, another took to the rodeo circuit. One of them hit it big as a rock star. And then there's
Beth, a woman who has meant something special in each of their lives. When all of them are brought
together for a wedding, Little Wing seems even smaller than before. Lifelong bonds remain strong, but
there are stresses--among the friends, between husbands and wives. There will be heartbreak, but there
will also be hope, healing, even heroism as these memorable people learn the true meaning of friendship
and love. Nickolas Butler's Shotgun Lovesongs is that rare work of fiction that evokes a specific time and
place, yet movingly describes the universal human condition. It is, in short, a truly remarkable book--a
novel that, once read, will never be forgotten.
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